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46 Abstract
47 The behaviours of three high-resolution ocean circulation models of the North Atlantic, differing chiefly
48 in their description of the vertical coordinate, are investigated in order to elucidate the routes and mechanisms
49 by which saline water masses of southern origin provide inflows to the Nordic Seas. An existing hypothesis
50 is that Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) is carried polewards in an eastern boundary undercurrent, and
51 provides a deep source for these inflows. This study, however, provides an alternative view that the inflows
52 are derived from shallow sources, and are comprised of water masses of western origin, carried by branches
53 of the North Atlantic Current (NAC), and also more saline Eastern North Atlantic Water (ENAW), transported
54 northwards from the Bay of Biscay region via a ‘Shelf Edge Current’ (SEC) flowing around the continental
55 margins. In two of the models, the MOW flows northwards, but reaches only as far as the Porcupine Bank
56 (53°N). In third model, the MOW also invades the Rockall Trough (extending to 60°N). However, none of
57 the models allows the MOW to flow northwards into the Nordic Seas. Instead, they all support the hyporthesis
58 of there being shallow pathways, and that the saline inflows to the Nordic Seas result from NAC-derived
59 and ENAW water masses, which meet and partially mix in the Rockall Trough. Volume and salinity transports
60 into the southern Rockall Trough via the SEC are, in the various models, between 25 and 100% of those
61 imported by the NAC, and are also a similarly significant proportion (20–75%) of the transports into the
62 Nordic Seas. Moreover, the highest salinities are carried northwards by the SEC (these being between 0.13
63 and 0.19 psu more saline at the southern entrance to the Trough than those in the NAC-derived waters). This
64 reveals for the first time the importance of the SEC in carrying saline water masses through the Rockall
65 Trough and into the Nordic Seas. Furthermore, the high salinities found on density surfaces appropriate to
66 the MOW in the Nordic Seas are shown to result from the wintertime mixing of the saline near-surface
67 waters advected northwards by the SEC/NAC system. Throughout, we have attempted to demonstrate the
68 extent to which the models agree or disagree with interpretations derived from observations, so that the study
69 also contributes to an ongoing community effort to assess the realism of our current generation of ocean
70 models.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.1
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97 1. Introduction
98 Although waters of relatively high salinity are well known in the southern Nordic Seas, there
99 is uncertainty as to the route by which they arrive there. There are no sources for such saline
100 water masses in the Arctic or Nordic Seas, so they must have a southern origin. Reid (1979)
101 proposed that Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) provides their source. He analysed salinity
102 and silicate patterns in the northeast Atlantic, and although the most obvious extension of the
103 high-salinity MOW is westward across the North Atlantic from its source in the Gulf of Cadiz,
104 he also conjectured that it is transported in a poleward eastern boundary undercurrent around the
105 European continental slopes. At its source, the core of the MOW was taken to coincide with a
106 density surface at a depth near 1200 m, and the undercurrent was proposed to carry the MOW
107 polewards through the Bay of Biscay and the Rockall Trough. At the northern end of the Trough,
108 this density surface rises to 400 m and shallower, and then passes over the Wyville–Thomson
109 Ridge (60°N), so that the MOW might eventually progress into the Nordic Seas. Once there, the
110 high salinity water was conjectured to increase the density of the near-surface layers in the Nordic
111 Seas, and possibly to govern the extent to which winter convection occurs there, so determining
112 an important part of the thermohaline overturning of the entire Atlantic Ocean.
113 Observationally, the poleward spreading of the MOW in a reasonably steady boundary under-
114 current from the Gulf of Cadiz as far as the Porcupine Seabight (51–52°N) is well documented,
115 although its progress further northward is less certain. For instance, the poleward flow of the
116 MOW has been documented near its source in the Gulf of Cadiz by Zenk and Armi (1990), over
117 the Portuguese slopes by Daniault, Maze´, and Arhan (1994), and at various locations between
118 the northern Spanish slopes and the Porcupine Seabight by Pingree and Le Cann (1990). Near
119 the Gulf of Cadiz and over the Portuguese slopes, the MOW is characterised by two cores of
120 high salinity, centred at depths around 750 m and 1250 m respectively, but further north there is
121 usually only a single core centred between 800 and 1200 m deep. Typical flow speeds are in the
122 range 5–10 cm s1 but can exceed 20 cm s1 in places.
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123 However, McCartney and Mauritzen (2001) have reported that recent observations (from 1996)
124 show the presence of MOW in an eastern boundary undercurrent only as far as the Porcupine
125 Bank (53°N), but no penetration of MOW further northwards into the Rockall Trough. Conse-
126 quently, and on the basis of regional water mass distributions and geostrophic shear, they reject
127 the Reid (1979) hypothesis. Furthermore, Ellett, Edwards, and Bowers (1986) observed the pre-
128 dominant flow pattern at depths (near 500 m) just above the Wyville–Thomson Ridge to consist
129 of Norwegian Sea Deep Water (NSDW) flowing in a southwestward direction. This water mass
130 then rapidly sank to depths of 1200 m, and then followed the Feni Ridge to the south. Conse-
131 quently, the NSDW is at a depth, and on a density surface, comparable to those that might be
132 occupied by the MOW in the Rockall Trough. Therefore, this southwestward flow of the NSDW
133 over the Wyville–Thomson Ridge also argues against the northward progression of the MOW
134 into the Nordic Seas, and against the Reid’s (1979) hypothesis.
135 Instead of the MOW providing a deep source for the warm, saline inflows to the Nordic Seas,
136 McCartney and Mauritzen (2001) proposed that these inflows are derived from shallower, upper-
137 ocean water masses that are carried by a branch of the North Atlantic Current (NAC) flowing
138 northwards through the Rockall Trough. This concept is supported by the observations of Pingree
139 (1993), who used drifting buoys, drogued in the top 500 m, to derive an upper ocean circulation
140 pattern. His results clearly show a branch of the NAC south of the Rockall Plateau sweeping
141 eastwards and then turning to the northeast to flow through the Rockall Trough at a mean speed
142 of about 7 cm/s. Furthermore, Ellett et al. (1986) estimated the mean northward transport of upper
143 layer waters (above 500 m) in the central Rockall Trough (not including contributions from cur-
144 rents attached to the slope regions) to be 2.7 Sv, a significant proportion of the amount required
145 to balance the net outflows of deep waters from the Nordic Seas (5.6 Sv, Dickson & Brown,
146 1994). The flow of NAC-derived waters through the central Rockall Trough is, therefore, likely
147 to provide a significant part of the inflow to the Nordic Seas.
148 However, a complete description of the upper-layer waters in the Rockall Trough appears more
149 complex. Ellett et al. (1986), in a circulation schematic derived from a variety of sources, show
150 both an input of NAC waters from the southwest of the Trough (crossing 20°W near 50–51°N),
151 and also a more southerly input from the Bay of Biscay region (which for present purposes we
152 generously define as the area east of 17°W and between 43 and 50°N). One of these southerly
153 inputs moves north along 15°W at 50°N and one circulates around the Porcupine Seabight follow-
154 ing the shelf edge contours. (We will refer to such flows around the continental slopes as the
155 ‘Shelf Edge Current’, or SEC). All three branches meet on the western Porcupine Bank, and then
156 feed two other branches, which flow to the northeast and the north-northeast, sweeping into and
157 filling the Trough itself. This schematic outline is supported by Bersch (1995), who presented
158 ADCP observations along 52.5°N. These show significant (20 cm/s) currents to the northeast
159 flowing between 18 and 23°W, and indicated there is both a direct input of NAC into the Rockall
160 Trough, and also northward flows near 15°W on the western side of the Porcupine Bank, indicat-
161 ing an input of more southerly origin.
162 Consequently, although this has not so far been proposed as a candidate mechanism, it seems
163 possible that upper-layer waters from the Bay of Biscay may also be reaching the Rockall Trough
164 and contributing a significant inflow into the Nordic Seas. In support of this, we remark that the
165 Shelf Edge Current has been identified at several locations along the upper European continental
166 slopes from the Iberian margins to the Norwegian Sea, taking the form of a generally poleward
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167 flow of warm, saline upper-layer waters in the top 400–500 m. Furthermore, Pollard, Griffiths,
168 Cunningham, Read, Perez and Rios (1996) have identified the Biscay area as the source region
169 for ‘Eastern North Atlantic (Central) Water’ (denoted by ENAW herein), a convectively formed
170 mode water which is more saline that its counterpart ‘Western North Atlantic Water’ (WNAW)
171 or the ‘North Atlantic Central Water’ (NACW) in general. The SEC therefore travels around the
172 edge of the ENAW source region and, together with other northward flows through the region,
173 which later join with the SEC (such as that near 15°W reported by Ellett et al., 1986), may
174 provide a route whereby this saline water mass enters the Nordic Seas. We also note that neither
175 Reid (1979) nor McCartney and Mauritzen (2001) were able to assess the role of the SEC in this
176 respect, through an insufficiency of data.
177 An excellent review of the SEC is provided by Huthnance (1986), even so we will briefly
178 describe some of the relevant observations. Evidence for the presence of the SEC on the Iberian
179 slopes (40–43°N) is provided by Haynes and Barton (1990), who showed that the tracks of six
180 near-surface drifters indicated that there was a net northward flow between September 1986 and
181 March 1987, which was associated with relatively warm surface water. Pingree and Le Cann
182 (1990) also observed a poleward-flowing current of warm near-surface water during the winter
183 months, which extended around the upper slope regions north of Spain and through the Bay of
184 Biscay; a phenomenon which they termed the ‘Navidad’. A mooring on the north Spanish slopes
185 recorded eastward flows, which reached 10–15 cm/s during the winter months, although some
186 reversals were observed during the summer months. On the Armorican slopes (46–48°N), Pingree
187 and Le Cann (1989) recorded mean poleward speeds of 6 cm/s near the 500 m depth contour,
188 and estimated the volume transport between the shelf break and the 1000 m isobath at 47.5°N as
189 0.6 Sv.
190 Further north, White and Bowyer (1997) revealed a poleward current carrying warm, saline
191 (above 35.39 psu) water over the shelves to the west and north of Ireland, passing both over the
192 saddle between the Porcupine Bank and the Irish shelf, and around the western slopes of the
193 Porcupine Bank itself. To the northwest of Ireland, near 55°N, mean flow speeds of 10–20 cm/s
194 were recorded in the SEC. Still further north, Huthnance (1986) reported mean speeds during the
195 CONSLEX experiment of between 15 and 30 cm/s at 58–59°N, and transports of 1.2–2.2 Sv,
196 whereas at 60°N on the West Shetland slope, current speeds in excess of 30 cm/s and transports
197 of 4 Sv were observed. Thus the SEC may therefore be providing a significant proportion of the
198 inflows required to balance the net outflows of deep waters from the Nordic Seas. Hill and Mitch-
199 elson-Jacob (1993) reported the association of the SEC on the upper continental slopes to the
200 west of Scotland (between 56 and 59°N) with a well-defined core of high salinity (reaching 35.40)
201 near 300 m depth (which extended up in to the surface in the winter). The maximum salinity in
202 this core decreased northwards, consistent with its mixing with the surrounding fresher waters.
203 A T–S analysis revealed that the properties in the core were close to those of ENAW, precluding
204 any possibility of there being a direct Mediterranean influence. Furthermore, the continuity of the
205 (northern portion of the) SEC has recently been convincingly demonstrated by Pingree, Sinha and
206 Griffiths (1999), who deployed a drifting buoy (drogued at 45 m) which was transported from
207 the Irish shelf (54°N) to the West Shetland shelf (61°N).
208 As to possible mechanisms involved in driving the SEC, the JEBAR effect, as described by
209 Huthnance (1984), is a likely candidate. This proposes a poleward oceanic density gradient and
210 an associated sea-surface decline, with a lesser decline in shallower regions. Huthnance (1986)
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211 applied this theory to an idealised Hebrides Shelf case, and found poleward speeds of 12 cm/s
212 in a current attached to the slope. Alternatively, Holloway (1992) showed that the interaction of
213 eddies with seafloor topography can exert large systematic forces on the ocean circulation (the
214 ‘Neptune’ effect) which would tend to restore any North Atlantic circulation towards a state in
215 which a poleward eastern boundary current would exist over the continental slopes, being par-
216 ticularly well defined between the Iberian slopes and the northern Rockall Trough.
217 Overall, although there is evidence for seasonal reversals (probably driven by changes in the
218 wind) during the summer months on the Iberian and Spanish slopes, the SEC shows a general
219 northward increase in both its mean (poleward) speed and transport (see also Huthnance, 1986).
220 It is associated with a core of high salinity on the eastern slopes of the Rockall Trough and has
221 significant transports comparable to those in the deeper Trough. It may therefore provide an
222 important route for saline waters to reach the Nordic Seas. We also note that the circulation
223 schematic in Ellett et al. (1986) shows the upper layer flows in the deeper Trough largely joining
224 with those in the SEC at 58–59°N, so that the NAC-derived waters and those originating from
225 the Bay of Biscay may in any case become mixed together before entering the Nordic Seas.
226 The purpose of the present paper is to analyse three state-of-the-art, high-resolution, basin-wide
227 ocean circulation models to examine the routes and mechanisms whereby saline water masses
228 reach the Nordic Seas. In particular, we investigate the role of the SEC in this respect, as this
229 has not so far been proposed as a predominant pathway. A particular strength of the present study
230 is the investigation of three independent models. The similarities and differences between these
231 models allow, we feel, conclusions to be drawn which are significantly more robust than those
232 which would result from a single model alone. Furthermore, by ‘confronting’ the models with
233 the available (but somewhat limited) observations, we also aim to provide insight into the abilities
234 of the models to describe this area of complex flows. The paper is laid out in the following way:
235 after a brief description of the models in Section 2, Section 3 investigates the poleward flow of
236 the Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW). Section 4 then describes the near-surface flow pat-
237 terns and properties, and Section 5 examines the connections between these near-surface flows
238 and those on the MOW density surface. Finally, the results are summarised and discussed in
239 Section 6.
240 2. Model configuration
241 The three ocean circulation models used for the present study were implemented under the
242 ‘DYNAMO (Dynamics of North Atlantic Models)’ project, funded through the CEC MAST-II
243 programme. Since detailed discussions of the configuration of the models are provided both in
244 the final DYNAMO scientific report (DYNAMO Group, 1997), and by Willebrand et al. (2001),
245 only brief details are given here.
246 The models represent the three main classes of ocean circulation model currently in widespread
247 use, and employ different concepts for the discretisation of the vertical coordinate. They are an
248 isopycnal-coordinate model (comprising layers of constant density referenced to the surface, s0)
249 based on the MICOM code (Bleck, Rooth, Hu & Smith, 1992), a Cartesian (or level-coordinate)
250 model based on the GFDL-MOM code (Cox, 1984), and a sigma-coordinate (terrain-following)
251 model based on the SPEM code (Haidvogel, Wilkin & Young, 1991). These models will be called
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252 ISOPYCNIC, LEVEL and SIGMA2 respectively. ISOPYCNIC comprises a variable-density
253 mixed layer and 19 underlying layers of constant density with values of s0 ranging between 24.70
254 and 28.12. On the other hand, LEVEL employs 30 fixed depth levels, and SIGMA2 uses 20
255 sigma-levels (constant proportions of the total depth). In these latter two models, the mixed layer
256 depth is diagnosed as the depth at which the potential density has increased by 0.01 kg m3 from
257 its surface value.
258 As a general principle, the models were set up to be as similar as possible to each other. They
259 use the same isotropic horizontal grid, covering the Atlantic Ocean from 19°S to 70°N at a
260 resolution of 1/3° longitude, and were all initialised from the (September) Levitus (1982) dataset
261 (enhanced near the northern boundary by the merging of additional CTD data). The wind stress
262 and heat flux used to force the models were derived from the global 6-hourly analyses performed
263 at ECMWF and represented mean (monthly climatological) conditions between 1986 and 1988,
264 while the surface salinity was restored towards the Levitus (1982) climatology. The monthly
265 means of the forcing datasets were first prepared by averaging together all data within each calen-
266 dar month over the three years, to produce a single dataset (of each flux) for each month. (For
267 instance, the ‘January’ dataset for heat flux represented the average of the 6-hourly heat flux data
268 over the three Januarys in 1986, 1987 and 1988.) Now, the usual practice of forcing an ocean
269 model by linear interpolations in time of the monthly mean data (for each grid point, with the
270 monthly mean data defined at the centres of the months) does not produce a forcing whose mean
271 over a month is the data value required. Consequently, we adopted the algorithm developed by
272 Killworth (1996) to avoid this difficulty. Essentially, the datasets are adjusted through a matrix
273 algorithm to ensure the model receives the correct monthly mean values. Failure to adopt this
274 methodology can lead to large errors in the applied fluxes (as much as 10% in the wind stress
275 example studied by Killworth, 1996), with correspondingly important implications for the mod-
276 elled circulation, the response of which to the applied fluxes is likely to be highly nonlinear.
277 The models were each integrated for a period of 20 years, and the last 5 years were averaged
278 to produce mean seasonal climatologies (with winter, for instance, including January, February,
279 and March, and likewise for the other seasons). All output datasets for comparison purposes in
280 the present study were interpolated onto a Cartesian (A-) grid, constructed from the models’
281 horizontal grid (for mass points) together with 61 levels in the vertical.
282 Relaxation zones (to simulate water mass exchanges with basins outside the model domain)
283 were employed near the northern and southern boundaries of the models, and near Gibraltar, at
284 which temperature and salinity (layer depth and salinity for the ocean interior in ISOPYCNIC)
285 were relaxed to climatological conditions. As there is a relevance for the present study, and as a
286 specific example, we remark that the relaxation timescale was 14 days at the Strait of Gibraltar
287 (36°N, 6°W), and increased linearly to 100 days at a radius of 300 km. The relaxation zone
288 extended out to 11°W, and to 33.5°N and 38°N, and only the upper 2500 m of the water column
289 (or down to the interface between the layers of densities 27.82 and 27.88 for ISOPYCNIC) was
290 relaxed in this way, to cover the expected depth range of the Mediterranean outflow water masses.
291 (An error was discovered in the implementation of this relaxation zone for the original run of the
292 SIGMA model, but this was corrected in a second model run called SIGMA2, which also had
293 steeper, more realistic bathymetry, and which we use for the present investigation. See Willebrand
294 et al., 2001, for more details.)
295 Finally, the topographies (and coastlines) for all the models were derived from the ETOPO5
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296 (5 resolution) database. For ISOPYCNIC, the ocean depth was taken as the median of all bathy-
297 metric data within each grid cell, without additional smoothing. For LEVEL, slight additional
298 smoothing was employed to remove variations at the grid scale (and the gridpoint depth values
299 were also taken as the nearest depth level in the model). However, somewhat stronger smoothing
300 was needed for SIGMA2 in order to counter possible systematic errors arising from the calculation
301 of the pressure gradient term over steep topography. The minimum ocean depth was set to 75 m
302 in ISOPYCNIC, to 72 m in LEVEL (the nearest grid cell depth), and to 200 m in SIGMA2 (to
303 limit the constraint on the time-step introduced by the convergence of the sigma-surfaces in shal-
304 low areas). Furthermore, in LEVEL and SIGMA2 the topography in certain key passages was
305 widened in order to allow for advective transports down to the original sill depths.
306 The model topographies for the portion of the north-east Atlantic of primary interest to the
307 present study are shown in Fig. 1, though we stress again the basin-wide coverage of the models.
308 For ISOPYCNIC, Fig. 1a, the continental slopes are realistically steep, and the relevant seamounts
309 are clear (e.g. Anton Dohrn at 57.5°N, 11°W and Rosemary Bank at 59.5°N, 10°W). The Rockall
310 Trough (RT in Fig. 1a) is the relatively deep area covering 54–60°N (shoaling from about 3000
311 to 2000 m deep) between the Irish–Scottish slopes and the Rockall Bank (marked as R in Fig.
312 1a, and which rises nearest the surface at 57.5°N, 13.5°W). The Wyville–Thomson Ridge (W)
313 forms a rise at the northern end of the Trough (60–61°N, 6–9°W) with depths in the range 600–
314 800 m, while further to the northeast the Faeroe–Shetland Channel (F) forms a deepening pathway
315 into the Nordic Seas (between 60 and 63°N, 6–0°W). Further to the south, other important topo-
316 graphic features are the Porcupine Bank (P, shallowest near 53.5°N, 14°W) and the Goban Spur
317 (G, 49.5°N, 11°W). For LEVEL, Fig. 1b, the effect of the additional processing is evidenced by
318 the slightly broader continental slopes and deeper seamounts. For SIGMA2 (Fig. 1c), the necessary
319 smoothing results in a continuation of this trend, and continental slopes are typically twice as
320 broad as for ISOPYCNIC. However, even in SIGMA2, all the major topographic features are
321 adequately represented.
322 3. Poleward flow of Mediterranean Overflow Water
323 We begin our investigation by studying the flow characteristics on a density surface appropriate
324 to Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW). Reid (1979) took this as the 27.69 (s0) surface above
325 500 m depth, and its extension onto a matching surface (s1=32.274) below 500 m, to capture the
326 MOW core properties near its origin in the Gulf of Cadiz. However, more recent observations
327 (McCartney & Mauritzen, 2001) show the core of the MOW coinciding more closely with the
328 27.60 (s0) surface near the Goban Spur (G in Fig. 1a, entering our region of primary interest),
329 so we choose this surface for the present study. We also remark that fluid parcels in the ocean
330 interior would be expected to move approximately on constant density surfaces, so that flow
331 quantities (such as salinity) on density surfaces act as useful tracers for diagnosis of the circu-
332 lation patterns.
333 Fig. 2 examines the salinity on the 27.60 density surface, and Fig. 2a presents the situation for
334 the Levitus (1982) dataset (in September). This was used as the initial condition of the models,
335 and so enables an assessment of how the model circulation has altered this state. It is also a
336 useful observational dataset for comparison with the model results. This surface is in the depth
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9 Fig. 1. Model topographies (m) in the northeast Atlantic sub-domain for (a) ISOPYCNIC, (b) LEVEL and (c)
10 SIGMA2. Contours are at 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 and 2000 m, and subsequently at
11 500 m intervals. Marked in part (a) are the Goban Spur (G), the Porcupine Bank (P), the Rockall Trough (RT), the
12 Rockall Bank (R), the Wyville–Thomson Ridge (W), the Faeroe–Shetland Channel (F) and sections 1 (corresponding
13 to Fig. 5), 2 (Fig. 9) and 3 (Fig. 10).
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337 range 900–1000 m between the Gulf of Cadiz, around the European margins and into the Rockall
338 Trough (RT in Fig. 1a), but rises over the Wyville–Thomson Ridge (WTR, see W in Fig. 1a),
339 reaching depths of 200–400 m in the Faeroe–Shetland Channel (FSC, see F in Fig. 1a) and
340 southern Nordic Seas (not shown). The highest salinities of 36.00 are present off the Portuguese
341 slopes, representing the MOW near its source. We infer spreading of the MOW to the north (and
342 also to the west), as evidenced by the decreasing salinities, but only (northwards) as far as the
343 Porcupine Bank (54–55°N, see P in Fig. 1a), where a minimum of salinity of around 35.15 occurs.
344 Further north, salinities again increase, with a maximum of 35.30 occurring near the WTR, but
345 they are also relatively high (35.25) in the FSC and southern Nordic Seas.
346 The continuous spreading of MOW into the Nordic Seas (as postulated by Reid, 1979) would
347 be expected to be reflected by a steady decrease in salinity with advection distance to the north,
348 with the MOW properties becoming gradually more dilute through mixing with the fresher waters
349 on this surface in the wider North Atlantic. The presence of the salinity minimum near 55°N,
350 together with the increasing salinities further north, therefore count against this possibility. Instead,
351 these factors indicate that there is an import of fresher waters from the west into the southern
352 Rockall Trough, and that there is possibily a different source for the higher salinity waters further
353 to the north. A similar salinity minimum is also seen in the recent isopycnally-averaged dataset
354 of Lozier, Owens, and Curry (1995) along a nearby density surface (s0=32.35), again supporting
355 these conclusions. (Furthermore, Pollard et al. (1996) revealed an anomalously fresh water mass
356 in the upper ocean near 53°N, 16°W which may additionally indicate a branch of the North
357 Atlantic Current here.) However, the datasets of Levitus (1982) and Lozier et al. (1995) do not
358 resolve fine-scale boundary currents, so the apparent presence of the salinity minimum on the
359 northern Porcupine Bank does not necessarily preclude the possibility of MOW being transported
360 northwards in a thin, inshore boundary current, as conjectured by Reid (1979), but neither do
361 they offer any support for such a postulate.
362 The 27.60 density surface in the Rockall Trough occurs at depths of between 1100–1300 m in
363 ISOPYCNIC, and 800–1100 m in LEVEL and SIGMA2, and in all models it rises to depths of
364 100–400 m to the north of the WTR (see Figs. 5 and 10). Figs. 2b and 2c illustrate the salinity
365 on this surface for ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL in fall (soon after the Levitus initialisation field),
366 and the general pattern is qualitatively the same as in the Levitus observations. In both models,
367 there is still a maximum salinity off the Portuguese slopes, though the maximum values have
368 decreased to 35.75 and 35.70 respectively, and there is evidence of both westward and northward
369 spreading. Furthermore, there is a salinity minimum in both models to the west of the Porcupine
370 Bank, with salinity increasing further to the north (with highest values of 35.35 near the WTR,
371 in close agreement with the observations). For ISOPYCNIC, the minimum is about 35.2 at 54°N
372 and appears to be caused by a branch of fresher water from the west (confirmed below). For
373 LEVEL, the region of lowest salinity (about 35.25) occupies a larger meridional extent. These
374 patterns indicate a poleward spreading of the MOW that does not extend beyond the Porcupine
375 Bank. For SIGMA2, however, the situation is different (Fig. 2d). Again, the MOW exhibits both
376 westward and northward spreading with gradual decrease in salinities. The northward spread,
202122
23 Fig. 2. Salinity on the 27.60 isopycnal for (a) the Levitus (1982) September dataset (with darker greys for salinity
24 above 35.22), and in fall for (b) ISOPYCNIC (darker greys for salinity above 35.25), (c) LEVEL (darker greys for
25 salinity above 35.35) and (d) SIGMA2 (darker greys for salinity above 35.30).
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377 however, in this case occurs in a broad region between the continental slopes and 20–25°W and
378 reaches about 52°N, where it then enters the Rockall Trough in an eastern boundary undercurrent
379 (carrying the highest salinities). There is no salinity minimum in this region of the model, and it
380 is clear that the MOW spreads to fill the entire Rockall Trough (see also Fig. 5c).
381 Figs. 3 and 4 show the flow patterns on the 27.60 surface in the fall (which also happens to
382 be the time of year when ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL have their strongest poleward undercurrent,
383 giving the best opportunity for MOW to invade the Rockall Trough). Fig. 3a shows that there is
384 a well-defined poleward boundary undercurrent in ISOPYCNIC extending from the Portuguese
385 slopes, around the Bay of Biscay, and as far as the western Porcupine Bank (52–53°N). As it
386 travels northwards, water is expelled from the undercurrent at both 47.5°N and at the Goban Spur
387 (49.5°N). This expelled water reforms and largely flows to the southwest along the Azores–Biscay
388 rise. As a consequence, the undercurrent is much weakened by the time it reaches 52°N. The
389 path of the undercurrent further to the north is then blocked by two large eddies (a cyclone–
390 anticyclone pair) in the southern Rockall Trough. These do not allow much possibility of MOW
391 invading the Trough, although some may be taken up into the southernmost of the eddies and
392 expelled westwards near 53°N. The eddies are quasi-stationary through the year and appear to be
393 topographically controlled. The anticyclone is fed by a branch of water from the west along 53–
394 54°N, which originates in the North Atlantic Current (the main pathway for which passes through
395 the north-western corner of the figure). This is the source of the fresher water, and the salinity
396 minimum seen in Fig. 2b. Further to the north, the main body of the Rockall Trough is fed from
397 a northern source, with a current to the south down the western slopes of the Trough (following
398 the Feni Ridge), which turns eastwards near 54°N and then recirculates to the north in the central
399 and eastern Trough. Consequently in ISOPYCNIC, the Porcupine Bank is effectively the northern
400 limit to the spread of MOW, and this is where fresher water is introduced from the west. Further
401 to the north, there is a different flow regime, with a likely northern source. This is entirely consist-
402 ent with, and supports the inferences drawn from, the salinity patterns in Fig. 2b.
403 In LEVEL, Fig. 3b, the situation is broadly similar. The poleward undercurrent again extends
404 from the Portuguese slopes, around the Bay of Biscay, and as far as the western Porcupine Bank.
405 There it encounters a complex flow pattern, which is dominated by a series of large, quasi-
406 stationary eddies. Water in the undercurrent is partly ejected off the Porcupine Bank near 52°N,
407 and partly swept into the southern Rockall Trough, but only for most of it to be ejected again
408 near 54°N. As for ISOPYCNIC, eddies effectively block the further northward progression of the
409 MOW. We also note that flows of water are moving in from the west, bringing fresher NAC-
410 derived waters to the region. These affect the eastern boundary primarily near 52–53°N and 48–
411 49°N, and result in the formation of a broad region of low salinity, with minima near these
412 latitudes (Fig. 2c). Again, the region of the central Rockall Trough, north of 54–55°N, is fed by
413 a current from the north, which circulates cyclonically, as occurred in ISOPYCNIC. This is asso-
414 ciated with the region of higher salinity in the north of the Trough (Fig. 2c), which extends
415 sothwards to 54–55°N. We also note that the mixing of these more saline waters from the north
416 with the fresher waters imported from the NAC can be clearly seen in Fig. 2c in the eddy centred
417 at 55°N, 14.5°W.
418 Fig. 3c reveals a qualitatively different situation for SIGMA2, which is, however, consistent
419 with the salinity structure in Fig. 2d. The eastern boundary undercurrent runs strongly (note the
420 change of scale) around the European margins with some expulsion of water into the Bay of
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421 Biscay (46–48°N). But it clearly invades the Rockall Trough, carrying salinities of 35.45 past the
422 western Porcupine Bank. In the central region of the Trough, the undercurrent water mixes with
423 somewhat fresher (35.30–35.35) water coming from the west in a large eddy (centred at 55.5°N,
424 12°W), before it continues to sweep around and fill most of the Trough. SIGMA2 clearly indicates
425 the presence of the MOW in the Rockall Trough.
426 Fig. 4 investigates the flow patterns (again in the fall) on the 27.60 density surface a little
427 further north, near the Wyville–Thomson Ridge (WTR). In ISOPYCNIC, Fig. 4a, the flow over
428 the ridge (which exhibits only a little seasonal variability) is strongly to the west and southwest.
429 as the density surface descends from about 400 m north of the ridge to 1200 m on its southern
430 flank (see Figs. 5 and 10). The overflow water then flows either side of Rosemary Bank and fills
431 the northern portion of the Trough. Part of the water masses in the northern Trough then escapes
432 between George Bligh Bank and Lousy Bank (at 59.5°N, 13°W), and the other part recirculates
433 around Anton Dohrn Seamount (57.5°N, 11°W) before feeding the southward flow into the central
434 Trough already noted in Fig. 3a. The waters overflowing the WTR are, therefore, involved in
435 supplying the higher salinities to this area in Fig. 2b (investigated further below). Note also that
436 to the north of the WTR there is a marked northeastward flow along the eastern side of the
437 Faeroe–Shetland Channel (FSC), which is fed by currents from further to the north recirculating
438 around the Faeroe plateau. (We also note that the locally large currents in the WTR overflow are
439 associated with the squeezing together of neighbouring density surfaces as they rapidly descend
440 into the Rockall Trough, much as in a weir flow, giving an apparent non-conservation of the flow
441 on this density surface).
442 The situation for LEVEL is much the same, Fig. 4b. There is a strong westward and southwest-
443 ward flow over the WTR. A component of the overflow waters in the northern Rockall Trough
444 escapes between George Bligh Bank and Lousy Bank, and another feeds the circulation into the
445 northern Rockall Trough, where they are connected with the supply of higher salinity waters to
446 this area. North of the ridge, the flow on the eastern side of the FSC is to the northeast, as for
447 ISOPYCNIC. For SIGMA2 (Fig. 4c) the circulation is also strongly (note the change of scale)
448 westwards over the WTR. Most of this overflow then escapes between Lousy Bank and Bill
449 Bailey’s Bank (60.5°N, 10–11°W), unlike the situation in the other two models (probably because
450 in this model the density surface is slightly higher in the water column). However, there is also
451 a route for some overflow water to move southwards down the western side of the northern
452 Trough to about 58°N, and this is associated with the fresher waters in this area in Fig. 2d. For
453 SIGMA2, it is apparent that the WTR overflow waters (on this density surface) are fresher than
454 the MOW waters in the northern Rockall Trough, but that mixing between these two is likely in
455 this region. Again, note that north of the WTR the flow on the eastern side of the FSC is to the
456 northeast (with some meanders).
457 Overall, all three models agree that the flow of water on this density surface is to the west or
458 southwest over the Wyville–Thomson Ridge. Moreover, this flow pattern persists throughout the
459 seasonal cycle, with little variation. This implies that no water mass (i.e. in particular the MOW
460 in SIGMA2) is able to move polewards along this density surface from the Rockall Trough, over
323334
35 Fig. 3. Fall currents (m/s) in the Bay of Biscay and the southern Rockall Trough, on the 27.60 isopycnal, in (a)
36 ISOPYCNIC, (b) LEVEL and (c) SIGMA2. Note the increased speed denoted by the scale arrow for SIGMA2. Vector
37 arrows show the velocities at the arrow centres.
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43 Fig. 4. Fall currents (m/s) in the northern Rockall Trough, over the Wyville–Thomson Ridge and in the Faeroe–
44 Shetland Channel, on the 27.60 isopycnal, in (a) ISOPYCNIC, (b) LEVEL and (c) SIGMA2. Note the increased speed
45 denoted by the scale arrow for SIGMA2. Vector arrows show the velocities at the arrow centres.
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51 Fig. 5. Sections in fall in the Rockall Trough between 56°N, 13°W and 61°N, 8.3°W (section 1 in Fig. 1 (a)) showing
52 salinity (contours) and the 27.60 density surface (grey shading) for (a) ISOPYCNIC (grey shading between densities
53 of 27.592 and 27.608), (b) LEVEL (grey shading between densities of 27.585 and 27.615) and (c) SIGMA2 (grey
54 shading between densities of 27.590 and 27.610). The vertical axis shows depth in m.
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461 the WTR, and into the Nordic Seas. The models are unanimous in this respect, and so we view
462 this as a robust result, which is counter to Reid’s (1979) hypothesis, but which is in accord with
463 the views of Ellett et al. (1986).
464 To summarise and further illustrate the differences between the models in this area, Fig. 5
465 presents sections in fall running through the Rockall Trough and up to the western WTR (section
466 1 in Fig. 1a). These show salinity (contours) and the depth of the 27.60 surface (grey shading).
467 For ISOPYCNIC, the 27.60 surface is situated near 1200 m in the central Trough, but rises
468 towards the WTR. This surface is located in a halocline that separates deeper fresher waters from
469 more saline waters higher in the water column. The deeper fresher waters are seen sweeping over
470 the WTR, flowing between the western WTR and Rosemary Bank in this section near 60°N,
471 before descending further and continuing on into the central Trough. These waters are the model
472 Norwegian Sea Deep Water (NSDW), and are as fresh as 35.22 at 60°N. At intermediate depths
473 in the Rockall Trough there is a tongue of more saline water. This has a core salinity in excess
474 of 35.37 and descends from near the surface at 60–61°N to about 1000 m in the central Trough,
475 following just above the 27.60 surface (i.e. the core is on a slightly lighter density surface). This
476 is water that is of the same salinity as the winter mixed layer above the WTR, and has been
477 detrained by wintertime mixing (as we shall see below for the 27.60 surface). For LEVEL, Fig.
478 5b the situation is qualitatively similar. The 27.60 surface is again situated in a halocline, but
479 both the density surface and the halocline are higher in the water column than for ISOPYCNIC.
480 The freshest waters in the WTR overflow are now 35.26, and the core of the higher salinity
481 tongue at intermediate depths (which again descends southwards following a density surface
482 slightly lighter than 27.60) now reaches 35.44. As for ISOPYCNIC, this is the same salinity as
483 in the winter mixed layer over the WTR (see below) and this water mass has also been formed
484 by detrainment from the winter mixed layer. For SIGMA2, Fig. 5c, the situation is different.
485 There is again a salinity maximum at intermediate depths (near 800 m), but this is clearly the
486 MOW extending from the south up to the WTR, and does not come from a near-surface source
487 over the WTR, as for the other models (although there is a shallow tongue with salinity near
488 35.29 here, which is likely to have been so formed). Also note that the 27.60 surface in this
489 model is located close to, and just below, the intermediate salinity maximum associated with the
490 MOW, and furthermore that the NSDW overflow waters are as fresh as 35.27.
491 4. Near-surface structure
492 In order to explain the occurrence of high salinity (in ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL at least) in the
493 WTR region and the southern Nordic Seas on the 27.60 surface, and having ruled out MOW as
494 being the primary source, we now investigate the near-surface structure. Hill and Mitchelson-
495 Jacob (1993) report that although in summer, the SEC over the slopes of Malin (near 58°N) is
496 capped by summer stratification and has a subsurface core (near 300 m deep), in the winter this
497 feature extends up to the surface. Since winter is also the time of year when near-surface properties
498 affect the ocean interior via mixing, we now present the (near-) surface currents and salinity
499 patterns in the winter. These are taken from the 53 m depth level (one of the depths used in the
500 interpolation of the model output datasets to a standard set of levels for comparison purposes),
501 in order to effectively remove the effect of the wind-driven Ekman transport, while still being
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502 shallow enough to reveal the structure on the shelf. We also remark that the currents at other
503 times of year are similar to those in the winter (save for some reversals of the slope flows around
504 Spain and the Bay of Biscay in the summer) so that the winter currents are reasonably typical of
505 the mean patterns.
506 Fig. 6a shows the current structure for ISOPYCNIC. The SEC travels polewards around the
507 Spanish slopes and through the Bay of Biscay. There is also a poleward flow over deeper water
508 at 14°W (and 42–44°N) which turns northeastwards into the Bay of Biscay, and further current
509 branches impacting from the west between 46–50°N which join together (near 47°N, 12–14°W)
510 before turning north and augmenting the SEC at the Goban Spur (49°N, 10–12°W). These flows
511 pass through the formation region for the saline Eastern North Atlantic Water, or ENAW (Pollard
512 et al., 1996), and give rise to the salinity pattern illustrated in Fig. 6b, showing the saline waters
513 being swept through the Bay of Biscay and entrained into the SEC at the Goban Spur. Also note
514 that a marked frontal structure forms near the current flowing northward along 14°W (42–44°N),
515 which turns northeastwards into the Bay of Biscay, and also a minor frontal structure associated
516 with the SEC around the Spanish slopes.
517 Northwards from the Goban Spur, the SEC in ISOPYCNIC flows strongly polewards, splitting
518 to run partly around the western side of the Porcupine Bank and partly between the Bank and




60 Fig. 6. Winter near-surface (53 m) characteristics for ISOPYCNIC. (a) currents (m/s; vector arrows show the velocities
61 at the arrow centres), (b) salinities (grey shades change at salinities of 35.24, 35.36, 35.48, 35.60 and 35.72).
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520 on the northern side of the Bank (54°N, 12°W), where they are also augmented by a strong inflow
521 from the west. This western inflow is itself formed from three current branches from the model
522 North Atlantic Current (NAC), two running eastwards between 51 and 55°N, and one running
523 southwards down 16–20°W (the western side of the Rockall Plateau) before turning to the east
524 along 54°N, and joining the other branches near 54°N, 15°W. These three branches form a sig-
525 nificant input of fresher NAC waters into the southern Rockall Trough. This is reflected by the
526 marked front shown in Fig. 6b on the western and northern sides of the Porcupine Bank, and by
527 the import of waters fresher than 35.32 along 54°N. Note also that the cyclonic eddy observed
528 on the 27.60 surface in Fig. 3a at the southern entrance to the Rockall Trough is also clearly seen
529 in the surface flows here, and that the import of fresher flows from the west along 54°N is also
530 observed on both surfaces.
531 The merger, or partial merger, of these five flows near 54°N, 12°W is viewed as a partial
532 mixing of saline waters from the Biscay area (with salinities in the range 35.48–35.50 over the
533 Porcupine Bank) and the somewhat fresher (salinities between 35.28 and 35.36) waters from the
534 west of NAC origin. These waters then form a broad northeastward flow into the Rockall Trough.
535 At 55°N, 9–11°W, the flows again diverge (as suggested in the schematic by Ellett et al., 1986),
536 with one northward branch, and a northeastward continuation of the SEC along the Irish–Scottish
537 slopes. The northward branch itself splits at 57°N, 12°W into northeastward and southwestward
538 branches which cover the western flank of the Rockall Trough. Part of the northeastward of these
539 branches then reforms with the SEC at 58.5°N to form a strong flow into the southern Nordic
540 Seas, with the remainder flowing generally northwestwards around the southern flanks of the
541 WTR. These flow patterns are again directly reflected in the surface salinity distribution (Fig.
542 6b). North from the Porcupine Bank, the highest salinities (typically close to or above 35.40) are
543 carried by the SEC around the eastern slopes and into the southern Nordic Seas. High salinities
544 (35.32–35.36) are also in evidence spreading to fill the western Rockall Trough following the
545 current splitting at 55°N, and also to the northwest across the WTR in accord with current structure
546 there. Overall, it is clear that saline water masses (ENAW) from the Bay of Biscay are being
547 carried polewards into the Nordic Seas by the SEC, and mixed with NAC-derived waters along
548 the way.
549 For LEVEL, Fig. 7, the flow structure is broadly similar to that for ISOPYCNIC, save that the
550 effect of the waters from the NAC is slightly stronger, and the general northward flow of saline
551 waters occurs over a larger zonal extent in the region equatorwards of the Rockall Trough. Fig.
552 7a reveals the SEC in LEVEL running around the Spanish slopes and through the Biscay region
553 to the Goban Spur. Fig. 7b shows that this is associated with the northward advection of the
554 highest salinities (35.56–35.80) in the region. The SEC then splits, the smaller part following the
555 western Porcupine Bank, and the larger part cutting between the Bank and the Irish shelf. At 54–
556 55°N, on the northern side of the Porcupine Bank, the SEC is affected by branches of fresher
557 (35.44–35.48) NAC-derived water coming from the west. Two of these branches flow southwards
558 between 16–20°W (much as for ISOPYCNIC) before turning to the east along 55°N. At 16°W,
559 this current is joined by a further branch flowing generally to the northeast and deriving from the
560 NAC near 50–51°N, 28–30°W. These current branches are associated with clear frontal structures
561 in the surface salinity field which converge with the SEC waters north of the Porcupine Bank
562 (55°N, 10–12°W).
563 In the Rockall Trough and further north, the flows are again much as in ISOPYCNIC. The
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67 Fig. 7. Winter near-surface (53 m) characteristics for LEVEL. (a) currents (m/s; vector arrows show the velocities
68 at the arrow centres), (b) salinities (grey shades change at salinities of 35.28, 35.40, 35.52, 35.64 and 35.76).
564 currents converge forming a broad northeastward flow north of the Porcupine Bank, but then
565 diverge near 55°N. This time the greater part of the flow sweeps northwards to fill the central
566 and western side of the Trough, while a smaller portion follows the Irish–Scottish slopes (along
567 a pathway that is slightly inshore of that in ISOPYCNIC). The branch which moves into the
568 western Trough then splits, part recirculating to the southwest, and part to the north and northeast.
569 This latter branch then itself splits near 59°N, 10°W, the larger part moving over to join with,
570 and form the bulk of, the SEC as it flows into the Nordic Seas. The smaller part, however,
571 circulates to the west around the southern flanks of the WTR. These current branches are again
572 reflected in the salinity structure, which, as for ISOPYCNIC, shows the clear influence of the
573 SEC in transporting the highest salinity water into the Nordic Seas. Westward spreading of saline
574 waters along the southern flank of the WTR (near 60°N) is also apparent.
575 For SIGMA2, Fig. 8, the situation is again similar to that for the other models, but is perhaps
576 closer to ISOPYCNIC in that the high salinities south of the Porcupine Bank are derived from
577 flows through the Biscay region (i.e. east of 14°W), rather than from a broader region as for
578 LEVEL (e.g. out to 28°W). Fig. 8a shows two northwestward flows through the Bay of Biscay,
579 one over the lower slopes and one over the upper slopes, which converge at the Goban Spur to
580 form the SEC. These flows are supplemented by two current branches from the west which move
581 eastwards through the formation region of the ENAW (closely following contours of surface
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74 Fig. 8. Winter near-surface (53 m) characteristics for SIGMA2. (a) currents (m/s; vector arrows show the velocities
75 at the arrow centres), (b) salinities (grey shades change at salinities of 35.20, 35.32, 35.44, 35.56 and 35.68).
582 salinity, Fig. 8b) and which impact upon the eastern boundary current system near 43°N and
583 between 46 and 48°N.
584 Further north, the SEC then follows the western edge of the Porcupine Bank (the necessary
585 smoothing having removed the saddle point with the Irish shelf) and transits onto the slopes west
586 of Ireland. Here at 54–55°N it meets with a strong inflow of NAC-derived waters which flow in
587 from the west along approximately 54°N (much as in the other models), which is itself partially
588 fed by southward flows in the region 16–21°W. The salinities in the SEC as it passes around the
589 Porcupine Bank are 35.44–35.46, and those in the inflow along 54°N (associated with a frontal
590 structure) are 35.28–35.32. Both of these are close to the salinities of the same features in
591 ISOPYCNIC, although those in LEVEL are slightly more saline. (Note the change of contour
592 values denoted by the same grey shades in Figs. 6b, 7b and 8b, which were chosen to span the
593 range of salinities in the northward sweep of the SEC in the respective models). The currents in
594 SIGMA2 then briefly converge to form a broad northward flow through 56°N, but then the western
595 portion of this flow separates, moving over to the western side of the Rockall Trough, as for the
596 other models, leaving a broad SEC on the eastern side. These two flows largely re-merge just
597 south of the WTR (near 59–60°), and then go on to form the SEC flowing into the Nordic Seas,
598 and also a strong westward-northwestward flow southwest of the Faeroes. The flow pattern
599 through this region is again reflected in the salinity structure, which shows a tightly confined
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600 SEC carrying the highest salinities into the Nordic Seas (as well as somewhat less saline waters
601 northwestwards past the Faeroes).
602 Overall, the upper-layer circulation patterns in all the models agree remarkably well with the
603 schematic circulation figure of Ellett et al. (1986, Fig. 4). In particular, Ellett’s schematic shows
604 a general merging of flows from the south and southwest on the western Porcupine slopes, near
605 53°N, with a large eddy standing at the southern entrance to the Rockall Trough. The flows
606 then re-separate on the northern Porcupine slopes (at 54°N, 13°W), with one branch continuing
607 northeastwards as the SEC, and one branch flowing north-northeast across the central Trough.
608 This latter branch reaches the western side of the Trough near 57°N, and part of this turns back
609 to flow southwards down the eastern side of the Rockall Bank. The main part, however, continues
610 to flow northeastwards and re-merges with the SEC near 58°N, before continuing on into the
611 Nordic Seas.
612 There are thus two main northward flows through the Rockall Trough at 57–58°N (both in the
613 observations and the models), the SEC on the eastern slopes, and a further general northward
614 flow in the central and western Trough, which we shall refer to as the Rockall Trough Current
615 (RTC) for convenience. Observations (Huthnance, 1986; Hill & Mitchelson-Jacob, 1993) show
616 the SEC at 57.5–58°N as a northward flow with typical current speeds of 15 cm/s, which is
617 centred on the slope in water depths of 300–500 m between 9.0 and 9.5°W, with an across-slope
618 width of 30 km. The flow in the remainder of the Rockall Trough (in the observations) takes the
619 form of a pronounced northward flow typically between 12.0 and 12.5°W (again with an across-
620 current width of 30 km), which reaches typically 10–15 cm/s, but occasionally 20–30 cm/s (N.
621 P. Holliday, D. Smythe-Wright, personal communication). This current typically extends to depths
622 of 750–1000 m, and is accompanied by southward recirculation on the eastern side of the Anton
623 Dohrn Seamount (10–11°W, around which there is generally an anticyclonic circulation). Huthn-
624 ance (1986) estimated the transport in the SEC at 58°N as 1.5 Sv, while Ellett et al. (1986)
625 reported the mean northward ‘RTC’ transport in the upper 500 m of the deep portion of the
626 Trough at 57.5°N (i.e. including all southward recirculations but excluding the SEC contribution)
627 as 2.7 Sv. More recent geostrophic calculations for the 57.5°N section (N. P. Holliday, personal
628 communication) estimate the mean transport (above 500 m) in the SEC as 1.9 Sv, and that in the
629 RTC (also above 500 m, and excluding all boundary current flows) as 1.2 Sv. (See also Holliday,
630 Pollard, Read & Leach, 2000, for transports above 1200 m.)
631 For comparison, Fig. 9 shows sections of northward velocity (annual means) at 57.5°N in the
632 models (section 2 in Fig. 1a). For ISOPYCNIC (Fig. 9a), the RTC reaches 11 cm/s near the
633 surface at 12.5°W (with a secondary maximum of 9 cm/s at 11.5°W), and decreases with depth.
634 The net transport above 500 m in the RTC (from the western slope to 10°W) is 4.8 Sv. The SEC
635 is a near-surface current (largely in the upper 600 m) which reaches 7 cm/s at 9.5°W, and
636 decreases onto the shelf. (There is a second maximum further onto the shelf, reaching 7 cm/s at
637 8°W, but the realism of this feature is unknown.) The width of the SEC in ISOPYCNIC is 85
638 km (8.6–10.0°W) and the transport (above 500 m) is 1.6 Sv. For LEVEL (Fig. 9b), the RTC is
639 centred at 11°W where maximum current speeds of 10 cm/s are observed, and this has a transport
640 of 5.3 Sv (above 500 m and westwards of 9.8°W). The SEC (70 km wide) is again an identifiable
641 maximum (over 6 cm/s) located on the eastern slopes (centred at 9.5°W), and its transport (in
642 the top 500 m, between 8.6 and 9.8°W) is 1.3 Sv. Again, there is a secondary maximum further
643 onto the shelf (over 12cm/s at 7.3°W). In SIGMA2 (Fig. 9c), the RTC has maxima of 10 cm/s
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81 Fig. 9. Sections of annual-mean northward velocity (cm/s) across the Rockall Trough at 57.5°N (section 2 in Fig.
82 1(a)) for (a) ISOPYCNIC, (b) LEVEL and (c) SIGMA2. Negative values (southward flow) are denoted by dashed
83 contours, and the vertical axis shows depth in m.
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644 at 11.3°W, and a secondary maximum of 7 cm/s at 12.5°W, together with a net transport
645 (westwards of 10°W) of 5.7 Sv. The SEC is evident as a broad current between 10°W and 7.4°W
646 (160 km wide), and has a transport (above 500 m) of 3.3 Sv. Again, there is an indication of a
647 secondary maximum further onto the slope, at 7°W.
648 Turning now to the salinities in the core of the SEC, these have been reported as close to 35.40
649 near the Porcupine Bank (White & Bowyer, 1997) and between 35.38 and 35.40 at 58–59°N
650 (Hill & Mitchelson-Jacob, 1993). ISOPYCNIC shows core SEC salinities of 35.48 at Porcupine
651 and 35.40 at 58°N, while LEVEL has 35.52 at Porcupine and 35.48 at 58°N (about 0.06 higher
652 than ISOPYCNIC on average). SIGMA2, on the other hand, shows salinities of 35.44 at Porcupine
653 and 35.36 at 58°N (0.04 fresher than ISOPYCNIC at both locations). The models are therefore
654 all slightly more saline at Porcupine Bank than the observations (SIGMA2 being the most
655 realistic), but cluster around the observed salinity at 58°N (with ISOPYCNIC being the most
656 realistic). However, recent studies (Holliday et al., 2000) show a large interannual variability in
657 salinity, of up to ±0.05, in the upper ocean salinity at 57.5°N in the Rockall Trough, and the
658 same may be true elsewhere. Consequently, the model SEC salinities can probably be counted
659 as falling mostly within the expected range of the SEC salinities in the real world.
660 5. Winter mixing
661 We now investigate whether, and how, the near-surface waters transported northwards by the
662 SEC/NAC system are able to affect the properties on the MOW (27.60) density surface, and in
663 particular, whether they provide an explanation of the high salinities seen (especially in ISO-
664 PYCNIC and LEVEL) in the northern Rockall Trough, near the WTR, and in the southern Nordic
665 Seas. Consequently, Fig. 10 presents salinity sections in the Faeroe–Shetland Channel in ISO-
666 PYCNIC running northwards from the WTR (along section 3 in Fig. 1a), as it turns out that this
667 is the primary site at which the near-surface water masses in the SEC/NAC are actively mixed
668 down to affect the 27.60 layer (in all models). These figures also show the location of the 27.60
669 surface (grey shading).
670 Fig. 10a shows the situation in fall, before winter mixing has commenced. At this time of year,
671 the mixed layer forms a relatively fresh layer about 100–150 m thick, which caps a more saline
672 core lower down, at depths of 150–300 m, in which the maximum salinities are 35.34. The capping
673 of this core corresponds with the observed structure of the SEC (a little further south) at about
674 this time of year (Hill & Mitchelson-Jacob, 1993). We also note that the 27.60 isopycnal lies
675 below the saline SEC core, and is at depths of 400–350 m between 6 and 4°W, thereafter rising
676 gently to the east (and north) to reach 150 m deep at 2°W. Throughout most of this section
677 (except east of 2.5°W), this isopycnal surface is closely isohaline, with salinities of 35.31. In the
678 winter, Fig. 10b, the surface mixing extends to depths of 350–400 m, and the high salinities
679 (35.34–35.36) in the SEC now reach from these depths to the sea-surface (see also Fig. 6b), again
680 corresponding with the reported SEC structure (Hill & Mitchelson-Jacob, 1993). Furthermore, it
681 is clear that this deep surface mixing is now interacting with the 27.60 surface. Although the
682 salinity along this surface between 6 and 5°W is still 35.31, the salinity between 5 and 3°W has
683 risen to 35.32–35.33, indicating the onset of detrainment (and possibly vertical mixing) through
684 the mixed layer base. Furthermore, the 27.60 isopycnal has outcropped to the surface near 3°W,
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89 Fig. 10. Sections for ISOPYCNIC in the Faeroe–Shetland Channel between 60°N, 6°W and 62°N, 2°W (section 3
90 in Fig. 1(a)) showing salinity (contours) and the 27.60 density surface (grey shading) for (a) fall (grey shading between
91 densities of 27.590 and 27.610), (b) winter (grey shading between densities of 27.595 and 27.605) and (c) spring (grey
92 shading between densities of 27.596 and 27.604). The vertical axis shows depth in m.
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685 implying that the mixed layer (in the mean winter state) is of this density at this location, and
686 that there are strong interactions between the two. Finally, Fig. 10c shows the situation in spring,
687 and reveals the effects of the completed winter mixing. Although the upper 25–50 m is already
688 starting to restratify, forming a (thin) fresh capping layer, the primary effect of the winter mixing
689 is to leave behind a thick wedge of saline water detrained from the mixed layer. This reaches
690 about 400 m in depth, and comprises salinities of 35.34–35.36, agreeing closely with the (mean)
691 winter surface salinities in Fig. 6b near this location. Clearly, the 27.60 surface has also been
692 affected, and salinities on this isopycnal have increased to typically 35.35 throughout most of the
693 section, an increase of 0.04 as compared to the situation in the fall.
694 For a complementary view, Fig. 11a now presents the spring salinity in ISOPYCNIC on the
695 27.60 surface (shown shaded where it exists) over the northern Rockall Trough, Wyville–Thomson
696 Ridge (WTR), and Faeroe–Shetland Channel (FSC). The highest salinities, of 35.35–35.36, are
697 in the southern FSC (60.5–61.5°N, 8–3°W) and have resulted, as above, from detrainment from
698 the winter mixed layer (which has salinities of these values in this region, see Fig. 6b). In the
699 fall, the salinities in this area are only 35.30–35.32, so that the winter mixing has resulted in a
700 considerable increase. Furthermore, we see by comparison with Fig. 4a that these high salinities
701 are being advected northeastwards by the SEC along the southern side of the FSC, and also
702 westwards and southwestwards over the WTR. These latter waters therefore provide a high salinity
703 source in the northern Rockall Trough on this density surface, so that salinities of 35.35–35.36
704 are observed here (as opposed to values of 35.34 in the fall). These high salinity waters then
705 sweep southwards around (primarily) the western flanks of the Trough, with gradually reducing
706 salinities resulting from mixing with the slightly fresher water masses here (see Figs. 11a, 3a
707 and 4a).
708 The same process also occurs in the same region in the other two models. Fig. 11b shows the
709 situation for LEVEL. The high salinities in spring (35.37–35.38) in the FSC have again resulted
710 from downward winter mixing and detrainment of saline water masses, with salinities in the fall
711 in this area reaching only 35.34–35.35. As for ISOPYCNIC, these highest salinities are being
712 carried northeastwards in the FSC, and also westwards and southwards into the northern Rockall
713 Trough, forming a high salinity source there (with salinities over 35.36, as compared to values
714 of 35.35 in the fall). For SIGMA2, Fig. 11c, the locally high spring salinities in the FSC, of about
715 35.26, have again been formed by the same process, with salinities in the fall in this area being
716 only 35.22–35.24. These high spring salinities are being advected northeastwards in the FSC,
717 northwestwards on the southwestern side of the Faeroes, and also southwestwards over the WTR
718 into the northern Rockall Trough (see also Fig. 4c). However, instead of providing a high salinity
719 source here as for the other two models, these latter waters then meet the even more saline MOW,
720 and provide a source of relatively fresh water (which is still, however, more saline in the spring,
721 35.26–35.27, than in the fall, 35.25–35.26) advecting around the northwestern flanks of the
722 Trough.
723 6. Summary and discussion
724 In this paper we have used three high-resolution ocean circulation models of the North Atlantic,
725 differing chiefly in their description of the vertical coordinate, to investigate the routes and mech-
726 anisms by which saline water masses of southern origin provide inflows to the Nordic Seas.
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98 Fig. 11. Spring salinity on the 27.60 density surface for (a) ISOPYCNIC, (b) LEVEL and (c) SIGMA2. Grey shading
99 denotes the existence of the layer.
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727 Considering firstly inferences from observations, Reid (1979) proposed that Mediterranean
728 Overflow Water (MOW) could provide a deep saline source for these inflows to the Nordic Seas.
729 He conjectured that the MOW would be carried polewards in an eastern boundary undercurrent
730 along a density surface which would rise from depth to shallow enough depths to pass over the
731 Wyville–Thomson Ridge (WTR), and continued further northwards. However, while the presence
732 of high salinity water in the southern Nordic Seas is well supported by the observational data,
733 Reid (1979) used a dataset which was sparse in the Rockall Trough. In particular, it contained
734 no data from between about 52°N and 57°N, which in this study is shown to be a critical and
735 dynamic area. This lack of data may explain why Reid (1979) overlooked or did not find the
736 salinity minimum near 54°N, which is evident not only in Levitus (see Fig. 2a), but also in the
737 isopycnally-averaged dataset of Lozier et al. (1995, their Fig. 15). However, the datasets of Levitus
738 (1982) and Lozier et al. (1995) do not resolve fine-scale boundary currents, so the apparent pres-
739 ence of the salinity minimum on the northern Porcupine Bank does not necessarily preclude the
740 possibility of MOW being transported northwards in a thin, inshore boundary current, as conjec-
741 tured by Reid (1979). On the other hand, neither of these datasets offer any direct evidence
742 supporting such a postulate. Furthermore, Ellett et al. (1986) have shown that over the WTR, the
743 flow of water masses on density surfaces appropriate to the MOW is typically southwestwards,
744 which again counts against the above ‘Reid hypothesis’.
745 The ‘Reid hypothesis’ has also been called into question by the recent observations of McCart-
746 ney and Mauritzen (2001), who showed that the poleward undercurrent carrying the MOW fades
747 away once it has reached the Porcupine Bank, and does not provide an inflow entering the Rockall
748 Trough. Instead, the latter authors proposed that a branch of the North Atlantic Current may be
749 flowing northwards through the Rockall Trough, and providing a shallow source for the saline
750 inputs into the Nordic Seas. This idea is supported by the well-known northward transport of
751 upper-layer waters though the central Rockall Trough (Ellett et al., 1986; Pingree, 1993). How-
752 ever, an insufficiency of observational data prevented both Reid (1979) and McCartney and Maur-
753 itzen (2001) from being able to adequately consider the role of the Shelf Edge Current (SEC) in
754 this respect. The SEC (summarised by Huthnance, 1986) is a generally poleward flow around the
755 European upper continental slopes, and provides a third alternative for the saline inputs to the
756 Nordic Seas.
757 The potential importance of the supply of saline water masses to the Nordic Seas (which could
758 drive a significant component of the entire Atlantic thermohaline overturning), and the disparate
759 views derived from the observations, have therefore motivated this present study using high-
760 resolution basin-wide ocean circulation models. These models, by covering a large proportion of
761 the Atlantic, are not subject to imposed (and to some extent artificial) boundary conditions near
762 the region of interest, as is the case for most limited area model studies, and so provide a suitable
763 vehicle for the present investigation.
764 We find that in two of the present models, ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL, the MOW flows north-
765 wards in an eastern boundary undercurrent, but only as far as the Porcupine Bank at 53°N, where
766 its progress further to the north is blocked by the presence of strong, quasi-stationary eddies
767 topographically locked in place, and also by branches of the NAC coming from the west. These
768 NAC branches inject fresher waters into the eastern boundary on the MOW density surface near
769 54–55°N. In only one of the models, SIGMA2, does MOW invade the Rockall Trough, reaching
770 nearly to 60°N. However, in none of the models is MOW able to progress northwards into the
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771 Nordic Seas. All three models are in agreement in showing that the flow on the MOW density
772 surface is to the south and west over the Wyville–Thomson Ridge, and so discount the Reid
773 hypothesis.
774 Instead, the present study provides the view that the inflows are derived from shallow sources,
775 and comprise both waters of western origin, carried by branches of the North Atlantic Current
776 (NAC), and the more saline Eastern North Atlantic Water (ENAW), transported northwards in
777 the SEC (Shelf Edge Current). The northward flow of the most saline waters is derived primarily
778 from flow through the Bay of Biscay region in ISOPYCNIC and SIGMA2 in the SEC (i.e. the
779 region extending out to 15°W at 50°N), but from a broader region in LEVEL (extending out to
780 28°W at 50°N: the northwestern limit of this is a southerly branch of the NAC, the inshore
781 boundary is the SEC). In all models, however, it is the SEC that carries the most saline water
782 northwards through the Rockall Trough (i.e. between 54 and 60°N). Moreover (also in all models),
783 branches of the NAC bring relatively fresh upper-layer water in from the west which impacts (at
784 16°W) upon the eastern boundary system near 53–55°N, and thereafter converges at least partially
785 and temporarily with the SEC. These flows separate again near 55°N to fill the Rockall Trough
786 (with fresher waters on the western side), before largely re-merging south of the WTR (near
787 59°N) to form a strong inflow into the Nordic Seas.
788 We have also shown that downward wintertime mixing of these saline water masses in the
789 Faeroe–Shetland Channel affects the density surfaces appropriate to the MOW and provides a
790 source of high salinity for these density surfaces which sweeps both northwards into the Nordic
791 Seas and southwards into the Rockall Trough. This northern source of southwestward-spreading
792 saline water, coupled with the impact of fresher waters near 54°N carried in by the NAC on these
793 density surfaces, and the northward fading of the MOW undercurrent, explains the salinity mini-
794 mum near the Porcupine Bank in ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL. The same processes may therefore
795 also explain the the salinity minimum observed near 54°N, and the increasing salinities further
796 north (Levitus, 1982; Lozier et al., 1995).
797 It is possible that the penetration of the MOW into the Rockall Trough in SIGMA2 (but not
798 in the other models) may result, at least partially, from this model’s smoother bathymetry, which
799 provides broader continental slopes. For instance, Huthnance (1987) has shown that the along-
800 slope distance of influence of topographically constrained currents is proportional to the speed of
801 the lowest mode shelf wave (multiplied by a decay timescale), which is in turn proportional to
802 the effective width of the slope (which can be seen from Huthnance, Mysak & Wang, 1986, or
803 deduced from the non-dimensional equations when divergence is neglected). Consequently,
804 broader slopes may be expected to lead to an enhancement of along-slope penetration of the
805 relevant topographically-steered flows.
806 Overall, the models agree remarkably well with available inferences from the observations, so
807 giving support to the conclusions reached above. In particular, the upper ocean current pathways
808 in the models show a close resemblance to those of Ellett et al. (1986), and the deeper flow
809 patterns are supported by the findings of McCartney and Mauritzen (2001) (except that MOW
810 flows into the Rockall Trough according to SIGMA2). We also note that, in all the models, the
811 currents in the Rockall Trough area are generally slower and broader than in Nature, perhaps as
812 might be expected from models of this resolution (20 km). However, the SECs at 57.5°N in
813 ISOPYCNIC and LEVEL give realistic estimates of transport, whereas those in SIGMA2 are
814 somewhat too strong. The strength of the flow in the central Rockall Trough at 57.5°N (in the
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815 ‘Rockall Trough Current’) is also stronger in all the models than the observations would suggest;
816 this may be because the models are unable to capture adequately the observed southward recircu-
817 lation on the eastern side of the Anton Dohrn Seamount (though ISOPYCNIC, with the most
818 realistic Seamount, does best in this respect). Nonetheless, in all the models, the SEC is confined
819 within the upper 500–600 m of the water column, which is in accord with the observations.
820 Furthermore, we also reiterate that the salinities in the model SECs (near 57.5°N) mostly fall
821 encouragingly within the range of expectations derived from the observations.
822 In order to quantify explicitly the relative roles of the NAC and the SEC in transporting saline
823 water masses through the Rockall Trough and on into the Nordic Seas, Table 1 presents mean
824 salinities, and volume and salinity transports, at 50°N, 16°W and 59°N. (This has been undertaken
825 for the winter mean case (see below for justification), and for the upper 500 m of the water
826 column, 500 m being the approximate depth of the Wyville–Thomson Ridge which restricts the
827 flow into the Nordic Seas). With reference to Figs. 6–8, we define the northward flow around the
828 continental slopes at 50°N (between the longitudes shown in the Table) as the SEC input to the
829 southern Rockall Trough. Likewise, we define the NAC input as the (main) eastward flow through
830 16°W and north of 50°N (between the latitudes shown). We also make comparisons of these two
831 inputs to the Trough with the northward flow through 59°N (where the various northward currents
832 have largely re-merged), considered as the output from the northern Rockall Trough into the
833 Nordic Seas. This we refer to as the Northern Rockall Outflow (NRO) in the table and below.
834 (Any mismatch between the summed transports from the two southern inputs and the northern
835 output thus defined can mostly be attributed either to flows through the northwestern boundary
836 of the Trough, or else to unsteadiness in the circulation patterns.)
837 Table 1 shows that for ISOPYCNIC, the SEC and NAC inputs are similar, with volume trans-
838 ports just less than 4 Sv, and salinity transports of about 140–145 kT s1 (kilotons per second).
839 These compare with ‘outputs’ through 59°N of 5 Sv and 181 kT s1 respectively. Thus the SEC
5
6 Table 1
7 Winter mean average salinity, Sav, volume transport, V (Sv), and salinity transport F (kT s1), for the upper 500 m of
8 the water column, on the shown sections, and for each model. The sections are appropriate for the flows denoted SEC
9 (Shelf Edge Current), NAC (North Atlantic Current), and NRO (Northern Rockall Outflow), see text for details. V and
10 F are positive northwards (for the 50°N and 59°N sections) or eastwards (for the 16°W sections)12
25
Model Flow Section Sav V F32
(Sv) (kT s1)35
48
ISOPYCNIC SEC 50°N, 14–10°W 35.50 3.77 13855
NAC 16°W, 53–55°N 35.31 3.99 14561
NRO 59°N, 9–3°W 35.35 4.98 18167
69
LEVEL SEC 50°N, 13–10°W 35.56 1.57 5876
NAC 16°W, 55–56.5°N 35.43 6.27 22882
NRO 59°N, 12–4°W 35.44 8.11 29588
90
SIGMA2 SEC 50°N, 12–9°W 35.45 2.68 9897
NAC 16°W, 54–57°N 35.27 7.83 283103
NRO 59°N, 13–5°W 35.30 9.86 357109
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840 plays an important role in determining the transports through the Trough, that is equivalent to
841 that of the NAC. We also note that the mean SEC salinity is 35.50, whereas that of the NAC is
842 fresher, at 35.31. These compare with an output salinity to the Nordic Seas of 35.35, which is
843 intermediate between the two input salinities. With the expectation that salinities in poleward
844 flows through the Rockall Trough will be reduced as they flow northwards as a result of mixing
845 with the less saline ambient water masses, we note that the output salinity is nonetheless higher
846 than that of the NAC input, so it is clear that the SEC is playing a key role in determining such
847 high salinities in the output.
848 For LEVEL, the volume and salinity transports in the SEC input are about 25% of those in
849 the NAC input (contributing 1.6 and 6.3 Sv, and 58 and 228 kT s1 respectively). The sum of
850 these two inputs is approximately equal to the NRO outputs (8.1 Sv and 295 kT s1), in contrast
851 to the situation for ISOPYCNIC, in which the sum of the two inputs somewhat exceeds the output.
852 However, the mean salinity of the SEC for LEVEL (35.56) again significantly exceeds that in
853 the NAC input (35.43), so that the influence of the SEC in setting the high salinity in the NRO
854 (35.44) is once again apparent. For SIGMA2, the volume and salinity transports in the SEC input
855 are about 35% of those in the NAC input (contributing 2.7 and 7.8 Sv, and 98 and 283 kT s1
856 respectively), and the sum of these two inputs only slightly exceeds the transports in the output
857 (9.9 Sv and 357 kT s1). Again, the SEC salinity (35.45) is high relative to that in the NAC
858 (35.27), and so its influence in setting the salinity of the NRO output (35.30) at 59°N is again clear.
859 Overall, then, the SEC carries an important input into the Rockall Trough. The volume and
860 salinity transports in the SEC at 50°N range between 25 and 100% of those impacting from the
861 west through 16°W in the NAC. We also see that these SEC input transports are a similarly
862 significant proportion (20–75%) of those output to the Nordic Seas. Moreover, it is clear that the
863 SEC carries the highest salinities into the southern Trough, and so is responsible for setting the
864 high salinity in the flows into the Nordic Seas. This is reinforced by remarking that the SEC–
865 NAC input salinity differences (at the defined locations) are considerable, amounting to 0.19, 0.13
866 and 0.18 for ISOPYCNIC, LEVEL and SIGMA2 respectively.
867 We have here presented the situation for the winter mean case, as this is the time of year which
868 is most critical for determining the mixed layer properties (salinity, density, and thickness) which
869 ventilate the ocean interior (and also to compare with our previous figures). However, we note
870 that the annual mean transports are not much different. Volume transports in the annual mean
871 differ from those presented for the winter mean by typically 0.1–0.2 Sv, salinity transports by
872 approximately 5 kT s1, and average salinities by 0.01–0.02. Thus the winter mean case is reason-
873 ably representative of the annual mean, and, for instance, it is seen that the currents at the
874 measured locations exhibit very little variability through the annual cycle. The continuity of the
875 SEC from 50°N northwards through the Rockall Trough seems adequately demonstrated for the
876 winter case by reference to Figs. 6–8, and also by inference for the other seasons if we keep this
877 remark in mind. (This is borne out by a more detailed investigation of the models.)
878 Holliday et al. (2000) estimate that the northward salinity transports through the Rockall Trough
879 at 57.5°N ranged between between 50–250 kT s1, during 1975–1998, with a mean of about 130
880 kT s1. Adding the volume transport estimates (above 500 m) of Huthnance (1986) for the SEC,
881 and of Ellett et al. (1986) for the flow in the central Trough, gives a total observed transport near
882 58°N of 4.2 Sv. Thus, the volume and salinity transports derived from ISOPYCNIC seem most
883 reliable at 59°N (albeit slightly high), whereas those derived from the other two models are
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884 approximately double the mean observational estimates, though still at the same order of magni-
885 tude, and perhaps (almost) within the variability in Nature.
886 Turning now to wider issues, it is potentially important in the context of understanding climate
887 variability to elucidate the pathways along which the saline water masses move northwards into
888 the Nordic Seas. If this is via the SEC/NAC, then variability in the deep convection of the Nordic
889 Seas (and Atlantic thermohaline overturning) might result from, and correlate on a relatively short
890 timescale (possibly less than a year) with, variability in the local surface fluxes around the Euro-
891 pean margins. These local fluxes will act to modify the temperature, salinity, and density of the
892 near-surface waters flowing into the Nordic Seas, and hence their role in either inhibiting or
893 initiating deep mixing. If, however, the saline input is via the deeper MOW route, then variability
894 in the Nordic Seas would be more likely to correlate with variability in the surface fluxes in the
895 Mediterranean Sea on a much longer timescale (probably several decades). Hence a knowledge
896 of which of these routes is operative will aid our understanding of the variability of the Nordic
897 Seas, of the thermohaline overturning of the Atlantic, and of the role these processes might play
898 in climate change.
899 Recently there has been renewed discussion on the role of the MOW in determining the Atlantic
900 overturning circulation and its effect upon climate. Johnson (1997, 1998) has used the basic
901 premise that MOW upwells in the northeast Atlantic (between Scotland and Iceland, i.e. the ‘Reid
902 hypothesis’) to propose that any increase in the outflow of MOW (which would result from the
903 building of the Aswan Dam) will lead to increased upwelling in this area, diversion of the NAC
904 waters further westwards, and warming of the Labrador Sea. These impacts would in turn lead
905 to enhanced evaporation in the Labrador Sea, an increased snowfall over Canada and a build up
906 of a new ice sheet, and so bring about the onset of a new Ice Age. Rahmstorf (1998) countered
907 Johnson’s argument with results from a coupled ocean–atmosphere model in which the likely
908 increased outflow of MOW was tested and had very little effect on the model solution. However,
909 Johnson (1998) suggested that Rahmstorf’s model lacked the ‘high resolution needed to reveal
910 the critical fine structure of oceanic circulation’. This is true of all present-day coupled models
911 run for climate purposes, in that their ocean components typically have a horizontal resolution of
912 no better than 100 km or so. However, the models described here have much higher resolution
913 (20 km in the Rockall Trough region) and can resolve the details of the flow fields reasonably
914 well. As we have seen, they agree that MOW does not upwell as envisaged by Reid, which is
915 counter to Johnson’s hypothesis, and in support of Rahmstorf’s conclusion.
916 In summary, we feel the present study has provided valuable insights into the circulation pat-
917 terns of the North Atlantic near the European margins. A particular strength has been the investi-
918 gation of three independent models: the similarities and differences between the models has
919 allowed conclusions to be drawn which are more robust than those which would have resulted
920 from a single model alone. The models agree that Mediterranean Overflow Water does not upwell
921 and provide the saline inflows to the Nordic Seas. Instead, they all indicate that these inflows are
922 derived partially from branches of the North Atlantic Current, and partially from the Shelf Edge
923 Current (SEC), both of which are upper-ocean flows. Furthermore, the highest salinities are typi-
924 cally set in the Bay of Biscay region, which is the formation area for the saline Eastern North
925 Atlantic Water, and transported polewards by the SEC. To our knowledge, this is the first time
926 that the SEC has been proposed as playing a major role in this respect. The models show reason-
927 able agreement with inferences drawn from the available observational data, and have illustrated
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928 the complexity of the likely flows in this area. This complexity is of potential interest to the
929 offshore industries producing oil, gas, and maybe in the future more renewable energy, the fishing
930 industry, and for navigation. The study has also contributed to an ongoing community effort to
931 assess the realism of our current generation of ocean circulation models.
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